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A theoretical and experimental study has been made of the resonance absorption caused by uniform 
precession of the magnetization of the cylindrical domains and of the matrix in a uniaxial crystal, 
for magnetization perpendicular and parallel to the axis of easy magnetization. Expressions are 
derived that determine the dependence of external field of the spectrum of characteristic frequencies 
and of the intensities of the resonance lines. Ferromagnetic resonance in magnetoplumbite crystals has 
been investigated experimentally by the magnetic·spectra method. The experimental and theoretical 
results are compared. 

I NTRODUCTI ON 

The effect of domain structure on ferromagnetic 
resonance (FMR) in uniaxial crystals was first inves
tigated in [IJ, where the model considered was a crystal 
divided into infinitely thin, plane-parallel layers op
positely magnetized along the axis of easy magnetiza
tion (AEM). The spectrum of characteristic fre
quencies [1J consists of two branches, whose dependence 
on the field is determined by the angle between the plane 
of the boundaries and the external field H, which is per
pendicular to the AEM. The frequency spectrum for 
arbitrary orientation of H with respect to the AEM was 
calculated in [2J. In (3J the equations of motion of the 
magnetization of a magnetically two-phase system were 
solved in a Cartesian coordinate system, and the com
ponents of the magnetic susceptibility tensor were given 
in explicit form. Experimentally, the two branches of 
the resonance frequencies of a crystal with a stripe 
domain structure (magnetoplumbite) were first 
measured in [4J for the case Hl AEM. 

The purpose of the present work is the theoretical 
and experimental investigation of the FMR of crystals 
which in the initial state (H = 0) have a cylindrical do
main structure; the external field is directed perpen
dicular or parallel to the AEM. FMR in crystals with 
cylindrical domain structure has not been investigated 
previously. 

In [5J there was given, without detailed calculation, 
an expression for the resonance frequency of a single
frequency absorption curve of a crystal in the form of 
an ellipsoid of revolution, with a cylindrical domain 
structure, in the special case H = 0: 

'''cd ~y[ (H.+NM) (H.+Nbound M) p, 

whereas experimentally[6J a two-frequency resonance 
curve is observed. Such an important difference is 
probably explained by the fact that in [5J the dynamic 
demagnetizing field of the domain boundaries was in
correctly determined. 

The basic difference in the formulation of the prob
lem of FMR in uniaxial crystals with plane-parallel and 
with cylindrical domain structures is connected with the 
determination of the dynamic demagnetizing field of the 
domain boundaries, hbound' In the case of the plane
parallel structure, hbound is uniform in each of the two 
oppositely magnetized groups of domains (provided the 
width of the domains is much smaller than their other 
two dimensions). Under the influence of a field per
pendicular to the AEM, the magnetic structure of the 
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crystal is symmetric, and therefore in the total sus
ceptibility of the crystal it is impossible to determine 
the contribution of each of the magnetic phases. 

A crystal in which a cylindrical domain structure has 
been created consists of two asymmetric oppositely 
magnetized magnetic phases: the cylindrical domains 
and the matrix. There is therefore a Significant dif
ficulty connected with the determination of hbound inside 
the cylindrical domains and outside them, in the matrix. 
If the diameter of the cylindrical domains is much 
smaller than the thickness of the crystal, one may take 
hbound to be uniform within the cylindrical domains, 
treating them as prolate ellipsoids of revolution. Out
side the dylinders (in the matrix), hbound is nonuniform 
and decreases with increase of distance from the axis of 
the cylinder. The function that describes the distribution 
of hbound in the matrix depends on the ratio of the 

diameter of the cylinders to the distance between them, 
on the type of lattice that the cylindrical domains form, 
etc. In the present work, the problem of FMR in a 
crystal with cylindrical domain structure is solved ap
proximately, without allowance for interaction between 
the cylindrical domains, on the assumption that hbound 
falls off to zero at a distance from a cylinder that is 
much smaller than the distance between them; in this 
approximation, therefore, hbound in the matrix is zero. 

SPECTRUM OF CHARACTERISTIC FREQUENCIES 
AND "SCALAR" SUSCEPTIBILITY 

1. External Field Perpendicular to Axis of 
Easy Magnetization 

We consider a uniaxial crystal in the form of an 
ellipsoid of revolution, whose axis coincides with the 
AEM and is parallel to the Z axis (Nx = Ny = N, Nz = 41T 
- 2N). The external field H is directed alOng the X axis. 
In the initial state (H = 0) the crystal consists of a hex
agonal lattice formed by cylindrical domains, whose 
magnetization Ml lies along the positive direction of the 
Z axis. The magnetization M2 of the crystal matrix is 
opposite to the magnetization of the cylindrical domains, 
and Ml = M2 = M/2. The eqUilibrium positions of the 
magnetizations M1(tl 1, CPJ and M2(tl2' CP2) in a field H, 
determined from the condition of a minimum of the free 
energy, are determined in the case under consideration, 
just as in the case of a crystal with a stripe domain 
structure [IJ , by the relations 

sin 8,~sin 82~sin 8 ~ __ H_ 
Ha+NM' 
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where Ha = 2k/M (k is the first crystalline-anisotropy 
constant) and H < Ha + NM. 

In a Cartesian system, the components of the con
stant magnetization are connected by the relations PJ 

(2) 

The equations of motion for the magnetizations of the 
two magnetic phases, in the absence of absorption, will 
be solved as in reference [3J in a Cartesian system; in 
contrast to reference (lJ, the natural FMR (H = 0) can 
be obtained as a special case. 

In the first approximation, by neglecting quantities of 
the second order of smallness we have 

dmjdt=-,([m. (H+Hdem+Han) ]+[M.(h+hdem+h.an+h'bound) ]), 

dm,ldt=-, ([m,(H+Hdem-Han) ] + [M,(h+hdem+h'an ) J). (3) 

Here m1 and m 2 are the alternating magnetizations of the 
cylindrical domains and of the matrix, respectively; 
Hdem and hdem are the crystal-shape demagnetizing 
fields induced by the constant and by the alternating 
magnetizations: 

Hdem=-N(M'x+M2X)X=-NMxx, 
(4) 

h dem=- [N (m,x+m,x) x+N (m,,,+m,y) y+N, (m,,+m,,) z]; 

x, y, z are unit vectors; Han and han are the constant 
and the alternating components of the crystalline-aniso
tropy field, [3J which depend on the direction of the mag
netization in the crystal and are equal to 

2K 4K 4K 
Han = M' M,z, h lan = 'M'm"z, h'an~~'M'm"z, (5) 

h(hx, hy) is the external exciting field of frequency w, 
which acts in the plane perpendicular to the AEM; 
h1bound is the demagnetizing field inside the cylindrical 
domains, produced by the discontinuity of the alternating 
magnetization at the domain boundary. On setting 
Nbound = 21T for an infinitely long cylinder, we have 

h,xbound=-2n (m'X-m2X), 
h'ybound=-2n (m,y-m,y). 

(6) 

The basic difference between the equations of motion 
(3) of a two-phase system of cylindrical domains and 
a matrix and the equations for a two-phase system of 
stripe domains[3J consists in the asymmetry of Eqs. 
(3) with respect to the demagnetizing field of the domain 
boundaries, which is a consequence of the geometric 
asymmetry of such a system. Outside the cylindrical 
domains, in the approximation adopted, h2 bound = O. 

From Eqs. (3) in the case of a thin crystal (N = 0, 
Nz = 41T), there follows for the frequencies of coupled 
oscillations the expression 
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FIG. I. Spectrum of charac
teristic frequencies of uniform 
precession of a uniaxial crystal 
with a cylindrical domain struc-

----", ture (thin plate) for magnetiza-
" tion in a direction perpendicular 

\ to the AEM, calculated by for-
\ mula (7) for magnetoplumbite; 
\,' ,Ha = 15.3 kOe, M = 0.32 kG. The 

L 1/ ' dotted curve shows the spectrum 
------H.-;;-a-..,.9"-;-M;--~-""!:"H of a single-domain crystal from [1]. 
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( n2M') ( nM n2M') Z.'2= II,'+nMlI,+-- -H' 1---+--
, 2 H, 2fI,' (7) 

[( nM)' ( n'M2) ( 5 nM n'M' )]'(' '''nM II +-- -2H2 1"--- +H' ----+-- . 
'2 4H,' H,' Hu' 4Ho' 

The expression (7) describes sufficiently accurately the 
frequency spectrwn of a highly anisotropic crystal 
(q = 41TM/Ha « 1) even when N f. O. 

The spectrwn of characteristic frequencies of os
cillation of the magnetization of a crystal with cylin
drical domain structure (Fig. 1) consists of two 
branches. With increase of the field H, the low-fre
quency branch Zl = wj" falls to zero at the saturation 
point H = Ha. The high-frequency branch Z2 = w!" falls 
to Z02 = (41TMHa)112 at the point H = Ha' At this point the 
branches of the characteristic frequencies of saturated 
(H 2: Ha) and unsaturated (H < Ha) crystals coincide. 

The components of the total alternating magnetiza
tion of the crystal are 

the tensor components have the form 

where 

MC(o'-!lB)cos 8 

Xu = (z'-o,) (z,--z') , 

,11.1110 cos () 

x,,= (z'-z,') (z,;-z') , 

MCnz cos \) 
X" = '. (z'-z.-) (z,--z') 

JlJA (z'-BC) cas e 
x" = (2'-Z,') (z/-z') , 

sin' 8 
A=H,+nM+4nM--, B=H.cos8, C= (H,+nM) cos 8, 

cos' 8 

n=nM cos e, z=w!j 

(8) 

(9) 

(since the exciting field lies in the plane perpendicular 
to the AEM (hz = 0), the component mz does not affect 
the" scalar" susceptibility, and we do not write it down 
here). 

The" scalar" susceptibility X, defined as the ratio of 
the projection mh of the alternating magnetization of the 
crystal along the direction of the exciting field to the 
value of the field, is 

m" mh '1 
X = h = T = };(xuhx'+ix"hyhx-h2lhxh,+X22h/). 

We shall consider two special cases: 

1) Parallel excitation: hlIH, hx = h, hy = O. In this 
case 

(10) 

(11) 

2) Perpendicular excitation: hlH, hx = 0, hy = h. In 
this case 

X.c=X22. (12) 
For analysis of the dependence of the intensities of 

the resonance peaks on the external biasing field H, it 
is convenient to represent the two-frequency curves (11) 
and (12) as a superposition of two single-frequency 
curves. On allowing for absorption, as usual, by intro
duction of a complex frequency w - j wr ' we obtain for 
the frequency dependence of the imaginary part of the 
scalar susceptibility the expressions 

,,_ "+ " __ 212ww,MC(,'AB--w.')cosU 
x" -X," X'II- [(w'·-w,')'+4w'w,'] (w,'-w,') 

2y'ww,MC (,2AB-(Il,') cos 0 (13) 
[(w'-w,')'+4w'w,'] (w,'-w,')' 

" "," 2,'ww,MA(,'BC-w,')cose 
X.c ~X·.c +X2J.== - [(w'-w,')'+4W'W,2] (w,'_.w,') 

2,'ww,MA (,'BC-w,') cos e (14) 
[(w'-w,')2+4w'o.,'] (w,'-w,') , 
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We shall determine the dependence on external field 
of the relative intensity K(H) of the low-frequency and 
of the high-frequency maxima of the absorption curves, 
under conditions of parallel (Xlllmax(W = W 1)' 

X211max(W = w2 )) and perpendicular (xllmax(W = w1), 

X2lmax(W = w2 )) excitation, on the assumption that the 

relaxation frequency wr does not depend on the external 
field. We have 

" 'j K (11) = X'II =x(1 ) 

'" x.'. (U) 

1 (1'AB-w,') (2Ha+nM) , 
-'--'-'-----,-----2~· , , .- --. cos 8, 

(w, -w,)w, 

K (H) = x:~ max (H) 
LL X:~,,,,,,(O) 

1(12BC-w,') (2Ha+n111) [(Ha+nM)cos' 8+1nM sin' 8] 
(W,2- W,') w, (Ha+nM) 

Ko.L (H) = X;~ max (H) = 

- X:~mox(O) 

(15) 

(16) 

(17) 

__ r(1'BC:-~,~) (2H,+nM) [(H,+nM)cos' O+4nM sin' 0]. (18) 
(w,'-w,') Ul,(Ila+nM) 

With approach to saturation, the intensities of both 
peaks in the case of parallel excitation approach zero. 
For perpendicular excitation near saturation, the inten
sity of the low-frequency peak approaches zero. At the 
saturation point, only the intensity of the high-frequency 
peak K2.L(Ha) differs from zero. It is interesting that in 
this case K2.L(Ha) = K2.L(0); for H > Ha this peak is the 
FMR curve of a saturated specimen. 

2. External Field Parallel to Axis of Easy Magnetization 

In the previously consisered case H.L AEM, the static 
magnetization vectors of the magnetic phases (cylin
drical domains and matrix) deviate from their equi
librium values at H = 0, whereas the volumes of the 
magnetic phases remain unchanged. In the case H II AEM, 
magnetization of the crystal is accomplished by dis
placement of the domain boundaries. The static values 
of the magnetization of the cylindrical comains (Mt ) and 
the matrix (M2) are determined from the relations 

M,,=M,=HI2N,+MI2, M1,=M,y=O. 
Mo,=M,=HI2N,-M!2, M,y=M,x=O, 

M,+l"!,=HIN" M,-M2=M. 

(19) 

From (19) it is evident that when a positive external 
field is directed along the direction of magnetization of 
the cylindrical domains (H It M1), M1 increases with 
increase of the field, whereas the magnetization M2 of 
the matrix decreases, according to a linear law. 

The spectrum of characteristic frequencies and the 
components of the susceptibility tensor will be de
termined again by solution of Eqs. (3), where in contrast 
to (4) and (5) 

"dem=-N,(M,+M,)z, ",,=H,z, H=Hz. (20) 

In the case of a thin crystal 

ZI/=1/2(L'+2RHa) ±1/,L(L'+4RHa) '\ (21) 

where R = Ha + 11M + H/4, L = 11M + H/4, whence 

z,=w,i1=H" z,=w,i1=Ha+nM+HI4. (22) 

The frequency spectrum consists of two branches. The 
frequency of the low-frequency branch is independent 
of the external field and equal to the natural FMR fre-
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quency in the crystalline-anisotropy field. The high
frequency branch changes linearly with the field, and 
consequently the position of this branch depends on the 
sign of H; that is, on the orientation of the external field 
with respect to the magnetization of the cylindrical 
domains. 

The components of the alternating magnetization of 
the crystal are 

where 

x,,=x,,= 

4nR'HaM-LRHaH+4nz2RM 

41t(z'-z,') (z'-z,') 

o (HL'+HaRH-z'If-4nRLM) 

4,t{z'-zt') (z'-z,') 

(23) 

We shall determine the "scalar" susceptibility X of the 
crystal: 

x= (mh) / h'=x .. · (24) 

On taking into account the dependence (21) of Rand L 
on H, we get 

1W2(1'II-Mw') (If2 ) 
X II=nH M'--- +MH' (25) 

= (W'-Ul,2) (w2-w,') , a 16n' a· 

On representing the two-frequency dependence (25) in 
the form of a superposition of two single-frequency 
resonance curves and on allowing for absorption, we get 

" "" 21ww.w, (1'II-Mw,') 
X =X, TX, = [(fJl'-w,')'+4w'w.'] (W2'-W,') 

+ -o--,--2 ___ 1'_ow.,--'-,--w_,.;c( 1'--c'II-----,--,-M-,--w_, ',:-) __ 
[(w'-w,') '+4w'w.'] (w,'-w,') , 

(26) 

The reduced intensities K1(H) and K2 (H) of the resonance 
maxima have the form 

K, (II) = X::",,(If) (2Ha+nM) (Ha+nM+HI4) (41tM-Il) 27) 
x'; (0) nM(IIa+rrM) (HHnM+811,) ( 

(2Ha+1tM) (H+41tM) 
---------

nM(HH1tM+8H,) 
(28) 

From (27) and (28) it is evident that in the case of a 
highly anisotropic crystal (q = 411M/Ha « 1), there is an 
almost linear dependence K2(H), differing little from the 
dependence M1(H) of (19); that is, the intensity of the 
high-frequency peak is almost proportional to the mag
netization of the cylindrical domains. 

There is an analogous relation between the intensity 
of the low-frequency peak and the magnetization of the 
matrix. From what has been said it may be supposed 
that excitation of the high-frequency maximum is caused 
chiefly by precession of the magnetization of the cylin
drical domains, and of the low-frequency by precession 
of the magnetization of the matrix. Along with this, it 
follows from (3) that the precessions of the magnetiza~ 
tions of both magnetic phases are coupled oscillations. 
In order to determine the character of this coupling and 
its dependence on the external field, it is necessary to 
investigate the contribution to the absorption curve of 
the whole crystal from the absorption of each of its mag
netic phases separately. 

The system (3) in the variables m1 and m 2 takes the 
form, in the case of a thin crystal, 

izmt:r+Rmly-Lm'l.y=M,hy! 
-Rm,x+izm"+Lm,x=-M,h.,, 

izmzx-Ham'ly=Mzhy, liam2X+izm2"=--M2h,, 
(29) 

When L = 0 the system (29) breaks up into two pairs of 
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independent equations. The first and second determine 
the high-frequency peak, with frequency w 2 = yR 
= y(Ha + 7TM + HI 4), whose intensity depends only on M1 
(the magnetization of the cylindrical domains). The 
third and fourth determine the low-frequency peak 
WI = yHa, with intensity dependent only on M2 (the mag
netization of the matrix). Since L F 0 for IHI < 47TM, in 
the range in which domain structure exists the oscil
lations of the two magnetic phases are coupled. 

The characteristic frequencies determined by solu
tion of the system (29) coincide with (21). The com
ponents of alternating magnetization of the cylindrical 
domains, m!, and of the matrix, m 2, are 

where 

m 1X=Xt\1) hX+jXl~l)h1J' m ty =-jx2\1) h:c+x~~) h y , 

(tl (t, 1 ( S ') (I, "J Z (T M ') XI1 ~X" ~t; Q- Z, Xu ~X" ~t; - t Z , 

(" _ (" _ M,Ha (z'-R') _ M2Ha 
Xu -X22 - ,1. - zZ-JI

Il
:!. ' 

(2.) (2) MzZ 2. 2. zM:!. 
X" ~X2! ~T(R-z)~- z'-Ha" 

Q~R(MtHa2-M2LH.), S~MtR-M2L, 

T~MtH.'+M2L', Ll~ (z'-Ho') (Z2_ Z/). 

(30) 

The "scalar" susceptibilities due to the magnetization 
precessions of the cylindrical domains (x (1») and of the 
matrix (x (2») have the form 

x(t'=(mth)/h'~x~:', x(2'=(m2h)/h'~x~:'. (31) 

On representing the resonance curves X (1) and x<2) as 
the sums of two single-frequency curves, we get 

where 

(t)_ (1'+ (t,_ <Ilt + <Il, 
X -'Xl X2 - Z2-Ha2 Z2.- Z 2,Z' 

Q-Sz,' 
<Il2 ~ --'-----H' . 

Z2 - a 

(32) 

From (32) follows the important conclusion that the 
precession of the magnetization of the cylindrical do
mains excites both modes, a high-frequency and a low
frequency, whereas the precession of the magnetization 
of the matrix excites only a low-frequency peak. As a 
parameter that describes the degree of coupling between 
the two modes of precession of the cylindrical domains, 
we may take the ratio P of the intensity of the "foreign" 
low-frequency mode to the intensity of the "domestic," 
i.e., high-frequency mode: 

x:'!:lx (j)l '/J1n(4JtM-JI) 
p ~ +4nM+ll) (33) 

x~ ;,;,;x <D, (IIa+rrM) (411.+ 

It is obvious that the degree of coupling for oscillations 
of the magnetization of the matrix is zero. 

The intermode coupling decreases almost linearly 
(Fig. 2) with increase of the field from H = - 47TM to 
H = 47TM in crystals with large anisotropy (q < 1), since 
the relative volume of the crystal occupied by cylin
drical domains increases. The coupling also decreases 
with increase of the anisotropy of the crystal, and for 
q « 1 the value of P is proportional to q. In the case of 
magnetoplumbite (q = 0.263) at H = 0, P = 0.029, and 
therefore it may be stated with a sufficient degree of 
accuracy that the high-frequency peak is excited by pre
cession of the magnetization of the cylindrical domains, 
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p 

?,z 

4' 

FIG. 2. Dependence upon the external field of the intermode 
coupling parameter P for precession of the magnetization of the 
cylindrical domains. Curves constructed according to formula (33): I, 
for q = I; 2, for q = 0.5; 3, for magnetoplumbite, q = 0.263. 

I 
L~~·/: 

v,GHz 

FIG. 3. Spectrum of the "Scalar" magnetic susceptibility of a mag
netoplumbite cyrstal with cylindrical domain structure in the absence 
of an external field (H = 0). Solid curve: frequency dependence of the 
imaginary part of the susceptibility, x~, calculated by formula (35). 
Dotted curve: X;~ and X;o. Experimental points obtained from measure
ments on a crystal with d = 0.044 mm. 

the low-frequency by precession of the magnetization of 
the matrix. 

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

1. Natural Ferromagnetic Resonance 

The characteristic frequencies and the absorption 
curve for natural (H = 0) FMR of a uniaxial crystal with 
a cylindrical domain structure (thin crystal) are ob
tained from one of the expressions (7), (21) and (13), 
(14), (26), respectively, for the special case H = 0: 

WlO~1Ila, W'"~1(Ha+nM); 

,,_ "+ ,,_ 212WW, (Ha+nM)MHa 
XO -XlO X" - [(w'-1'Ha2 )'+4w'w.'1 (2Ha+nM) 

(34) 

+ _ 21'ww,M(Ha+nM)' 

{[ <02-1' (Ha +nM)' 12+4w'w, '} (2Ha +nM) (35) 

The intensity is the same for both resonance lines and is 

" " 1M (Ha+nM) x" m,x(W=Ol,) ~x" m,,(W~W2) = ------. (36) 
2,u, (2H,--+-rrM) 

In constructing the theoretical curve for )(~ (Fig. 3) 
we adopted the following values of the parameters: 
Ha = 15.3 kOe, M = 0.32 kG, wr = 27T . 0.25 GHz. The 
crystalline-anisotropy field Ha and the relaxation fre
quency wr were determined from the experimental de
pendence of X;(w) on frequency and the half-width of the 
low-frequency peak. Since the half-width of the absorp
tion curves is significantly smaller than the frequency 
interval, wr «t;.w = w2 - WI' the intensity of the low-
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frequency peak coincides with the intensity of the ab
sorption curve of the specimen, x~/, at the frequency 
w = w1' i.e. X;(w = "'1) = XIO max' and the intensity of 
the high-frequency with the intensity X" at the frequency 

• " ( )" 0 W = W 2, i.e. Xo' W = W 2 = X20 max' . 

The imaginary part of the "scalar" magnetic sus
ceptibility of the magnetoplumbite crystal was meas
ured by the waveguide method in the thin-specimen 
approximation: 

" "'q 1 
X = 8n'd --;; 

here Aq is the wavelength in the waveguide, d if\ the 
thickness of the crystal, and r is the standing-wave 
ratio of the loaded line. 

(37), 

A monocrystalline plate with its AEM perpendicular 
to the basal plane, filling the cross section of the wave
guide, was glued on a cleavage plane to a short-circuit
ing plate, and then was ground and pOlished to the neces
sary thickness. In the choice of thickness we started 
from the fact that in crystals with d > 50 Mm, along with 
the basic structure of stripe or cylindrical domains in 
the volume of the crystal, there is a complicated sur
face structure of wedge-shaped domains, with which is 
associated the excitation of nonuniform types of pre
cession[7J that hamper the analysis of the magnetic 
spectra. With decrease of thickness, at d < 50 Mm the 
domain structure simplifies and the conditions for ob
servation of FMR improve; but at small thicknesses, 
d < 10 -15 Mm, the sensitivity of the method becomes 
insufficient. The measurements were made on a crystal 
with d = 44 Mm. 

It is well known [8J that in a thin crystal in the 
remanent state of magnetization after application of a 
saturating field at an angle e "'" 90° to the AEM, there 
occurs a magnetic structure consisting of a hexagonal 
lattice of cylindrical domains. The effect of a domain 
structure corresponding to variable e, e < 0 < 90°, on 
natural FMR has been investigated by us experimentally, 
and the results will be presented in another paper. 

The optimum conditions for production of cylindrical 
domains correspond to e "'" 87 - 88". The experimental 
results in Fig. 3 were obtained on a plate magnetized 
with e = 87.5°. The agreement of the experimental data 
with the theoretical curve is good. It must be remarked 
that with the thickness chosen, the plate may be con
sidered "thin," since NM « Ha, but it is nevertheless 
sufficiently "thin" so that we may set Nbound = 217 in 
equation (3). 

Actually, at d = 44 Mm the ratio of the height of the 
cylinder to its diameter ~ 7 r 9J, and Nbound is about 4% 
less than 217. Decrease of the demagnetizing factor of 
the boundaries of the cylindrical domains of the real 
crystal as compared with the idealized model should 
lead to a corresponding drawing together of the reso
nance peaks. 

Our measurements (Fig. 3) do not enable us to ob
serve a frequency shift of the X: curve, perhaps be
cause of the relatively wide res~nance curves of mag
netoplumbite. 

2. Ferromagnetic Resonance with Crystal 
Magnetization Perpendicular to AEM 

FMR in uniaxial crystals with cylindrical domain 
structure was investigated by the method of magnetic 
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FIG. 4. Dependence of the 
resonance frequencies of a uni
axial crystal with cylindrical 
domain structure on an external 
field Hi AEM. Solid lines-two 
brances of the characteristic fre
quencies, calculated by formula 
(7). a-experimental data ob
tained under conditions of per
pendicular excitation (h 1 H). 
e-parallel excitation (h II H). 

v,GHz 

spectra (MS). In the case of unsaturated crystals, this 
method has a number of important advantages as com
pared with the method in which the external field passes 
through resonance at a fixed frequency, and which is 
usually applied at fields at which there is no domain 
structure. 

First, in the MS method there acts on the specimen 
a constant field of fixed value, which forms a static 
magnetic structure in the crystal, and this structure is 
probed by an alternating field of very small intensity, 
whereas the action of a changing external field at fixed 
frequency is connected with a rotation of M1 and M2 
(Hi AEM) or a change of their magnitudes (H II AEM) 
on passage through resonance. Second, the half-width 
of the absorption curve measured on the basis of the 
field, 

I i\HI =w,/1i (H) (38) 
at constant wr depends on H because of differing slope 
of the z(H) curves (Fig. 1). At small values of the mag
netizing field, an appreciable increase of 6H will be ob
served because of the small value of i(H). 

Two series of magnetic spectra were measured at 
fixed values of the magnetizing field H over the field 
interval from zero to 10 kOe. The range of frequencies 
used was bounded from below by frequency W = 217 • 36.0 
GHz, and therefore the region close to saturation was 
not investigated. For H 2: 9 kOe only the high-frequency 
peak was measured. The spectrum of the crystal in the 
initial state (H = 0) is given in Fig. 3. Absorption curves 
were measured with different mutual orientations of the 
exciting field h and the static field H. In Fig. 4 the two 
branches of the characteristic frequencies, calculated 
by formula (7) (Ha = 15.3 kOe, M = 0.32 kG), are com
pared with experimental data. Excitation of each of the 
resonance modes of a crystal with cylindrical domain 
structure is not connected with a definite orientation of 
h with respect to H, and therefore, as was to be ex
pected, the resonance frequencies measured under con
ditions of perpendicular (hili) and parallel (hIlH) ex
citations practically coincide (the difference is less than 
the half-width of the absorption curve) and fit the the
oretical curve well. 

The greatest deviation of the measured frequencies 
from the theoretical curve does not exceed 0.5'10. The 
good agreement of theory with experiment over the 
whole range of fields, up to H "'" 0.7 Ha" is an indirect 
corroboration of the stability of the initial cylindrical 
domain structure in fields below the critical field Her, 
known from direct observations of the domain structure 
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FIG. 5. Dependence of reduced intensity of the resonance lines on 
an external field HIAEM: a-perpendicular excitation; b, parallel exci
tation. Solid lines-calculated by formulas (15)-(18): K1-reduced in
tensity of the low-frequency peak; K2-of the high-frequency peak; 
e-experimental values of reduced intensities of the low-frequency 
peaks; o-of the high-frequency peaks. 

by the Faraday method [loJ. In the case HI AEM, 
Hcr = Ha' At the same time, such good agreement is 
unexpected in view of the very considerable approxima
tion h2 bound = O. 

We shall consider the experimental and theoretical 
dependences of the reduced intensities (Fig. 5). Under 
conditions of perpendicular excitation (Fig. 1a), the 
intensities of the low-frequency peaks agree quite well 
with theory, but the intensity of the high-frequency peaks 
agrees with the theoretical curve only in the low-field 
range H < 5 kOe; with increase of field, the disagree
ment increases abruptly. 

Under conditions of parallel excitation (Fig. 5b), only 
the intensity of the high-frequency peaks correlates 
qualitatively with the theoretical curve K211' It is inter
esting to note that for perpendicular and parallel ex
citation (Fig. 5b) the theoretical curves whose intensity 
increases with H deviate from the experimental data 
more than do the curves whose intenSity decreases with 
increase of H. Comparison of the theoretical and ex
perimental results on resonance frequenCies and inten
sities leads us to surmise that neglect of h2 bound is 
important in the determination of intensities and unim
portant in the determination of the spectrum of char
acteristic frequencies. 

3. Ferromagnetic Resonance with Magnetization 
Parallel to AEM 

FMR with parallel magnetization holds special in
terest because of the fact that these are the magnetiza
tion conditions for operation of the uniaxial crystals 
with cylindrical domain structure that are used as 
material for the construction of magnetic memory ele
ments. In the initial state (H = 0) these crystals have 
a stripe-domain structure. A stable cylindrical-domain 
structure exists only in a relatively small range of ex
ternal biasing fields, close to saturation; the direction 
of the magnetization of the cylindrical domains is op
posite to the direction of the external field. In the mag
netoplumbite plates investigated here, a stable cylin
drical-domain structure is realized both in the state of 
remanent magnetization and under the action of an ex
ternal field that brings the crystal to saturation, in the 
direction coinciding with that of the magnetization of the 
cylindrical domains and in the opposite direction. 
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FIG. 6. Spectra of the imatinary part of the magnetic susceptibility 
of a magnetoplumbite crystal, measured at various values of a field 
H II AEM. The direction of the external field coincides with the direc
tion of the magnetization of the cylindrical domains (H tt M,); d = 36 
11m. The dotted line show X; expt and X; expt· 

Figure 6 shows the spectra of the imaginary part of 
the scalar magnetic susceptibility of a monocrystalline 
plate of magnetoplumbite (d = 36 Ilm, wr = 21T • 0.21 
GHz, Ha = 15.3 kOe, M = 0.32 kG), The initial state 
(H = 0) was obtained after saturation at angle Ii = 87.5°. 
The spectra were measured under the action of an ex
ternal field whose direction coincided with that of the 
magnetization of the cylindrical domains (H II M1). A 
series of spectra was also obtained in the case in which 
the external field was opposite to this direction 
(H H M1), The orientation of the external field with re
spect to the magnetization of the cylindrical domains 
was determined on the basis of the fact that the direc
tion of this magnetization in the remanent-magnetiza
tion state [8J is opposite to the direction of the projec
tion of the saturating field along the normal to the sur
face of the plate. 

Overlapping of the resonance lines, which is apprec
iable when w2 - WI ~ W, is observed for magnetization 
of the crystal in the direction coinciding with the direc
tion of the magnetization of the cylindrical domains 
(H It Ml' Fig. 6). For this reason the measured inten
sity of the low-frequency peak, x"(w 1 ), is found to be 
larger than the value of xi max' For comparison with 
the theoretical curve, we attempted to separate xt from 
the total absorption curve of the crystal in the following 
manner. The X~' curve was completed in such a way that 
its low-frequency slope was continued symmetrically 
to its high frequency, whereas X;' was constructed as 
the difference of the experimental curves X" and X" 
(dotted line in Fig. 6). 2 

The resonance-frequency spectrum is shown in Fig. 
7. The resonance frequency of the low-frequency peak, 
excited chiefly by precession of the magnetization of the 
matrix of the crystal, is constant over a broad interval 
of external fields from zero to saturation, except for a 
region close to saturation in the direction opposite to 
the magnetization of the cylindrical domains. The 
region close to saturation requires special treatment. 
The experimental values of the resonance frequencies 
of the high-frequency peak, whose excitation is caused 
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FIG. 7. Dependence of resonance frequencies of a uniaxial crystal 
with cylindrical domain structure of an external field H II AEM. Solid 
lines constructed according to formula (22); Ha = 15.3 kOe. M = 0.32 
kG. In the range of positive values of H, the external field is along the 
magnetization of the cylindrical domains; in the range of negative 
values, opposite to it. Experimental points: .-for the low-frequency 
peak; o-for the high-frequency peak. The dotted line shows the curve 
symmetric to the curve w2/2rr with respect to the frequency axis. 

FIG. 8. Dependence of reduced intensities of resonance lines of a 
uniaxial crystal with cylindrical domain structure on external field for 
H II AEM. Solid lines: theoretical curves for the low-frequency (K,) and 
high-frequency (K2) resonance peaks, calculated by formulas (27) and 
(28). Experimental points: .-for the low-frequency peak; o-for the 
high-frequency peak; !:I-for the low-frequency peak, constructed with 
allowance for overlapping of the resonance curves. 

by precession of the magnetization of the cylindrical 
domains, are characterized by a linear dependence on 
external field, except for a region close to saturation 
with HilMI (just as in the case of wI(H) for HilMI)' 
But the fact is perplexing that the experimental data fit 
well the straight line W~ = )'(Ha + 7TM - H/4) (dotted line 
in Figo 7), which is symmetric to the theoretical straight 
line w2(H)0 

We shall consider the effect of an external field on 
the intensity of the resonance peaks. From (27) and (28) 
it follows that on magnetization of the crystal in the 
direction H It MI, the intensity of the high-frequency 
peak increases, while that of the low-frequency de
creases. If the crystal is highly anisotropic, 
q = 47TM/Ha « 1, the dependence of the intensity of both 
curves on H is linear. In the case of magnetoplumbite 
(q = 0.263) the reduced intensities KI (H) (27) and K2 (H) 
(28) are nearly linear; see Fig. 8. 

In Fig. 8 is seen also the qualitative agreement of the 
experiment with theory. Actually, as was to be expected, 
with increase of a field (H !I MI) the magnetization of the 
cylindrical domains (19) increases, and as a conse
quence of this the measured intensity of the high-fre-
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quency ("cylindrical") peak increases; on the other hand, 
with increase of a field (H II MI) the magnetization of 
the cylindrical domains decreases, and consequently 
the intensity of the high-frequency peak decreases. An 
analogous discussion can be given for the intensity of 
the low-frequency ("matrix") peak. In comparison of the 
experimental data with the calculated curves, however, 
it must be remembered that for HilMI the resonance 
lines draw together (Fig. 6), and in consequence of their 
overlapping X"(w l ) > X~/(WI); this inequality becomes 
greater with approach to saturation. The experimental 
points constructed in Fig. 8 with allowance for over
lapping of the resonance curves agree qualitatively with 
the calculation. 

It must be remarked that the measured intenSity of 
the high-frequency resonance agrees appreciably better 
with the theoretical curve than does the intenSity of the 
low-frequency resonance. This is perhaps explained by 
the fact that the precession of the magnetization of the 
matrix makes no contribution to the susceptibility of the 
high-frequency ("cylindrical") peak, X~2) = 0, and there
fore the error due to the approximation h2 bound = 0 is 
unimportant; whereas the error due to this approxima
tion can be very important in the determination of the 
low-frequency ("matrix") peak, which is almost com
pletely determined by precession of the magnetization 
of the matrix (in the case H = 0, x(2)/(x(l) + X(2») = 0.97). I I I 
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